**JustTime**

JustTime is a time tracking and time analytic software by a lawyer for lawyers. JustTime learns from users and evolves to overcome users’ unconscious and conscious self-excuses from logging time in accordance with the predetermined procedure. JustTime also fights the time-thieves (FB, Delfi etc.).

**Impact** – more accurate and detailed time logs than no manual entries system (like Toggl) and no automated systems (like Chrometa) can match. No more “Review of the case documents 5h” records on the invoice, no client will accept. No more retroactive manual corrections of automated time recorders showing “Worked on riigiteataja.ee for 3h” – but for which clients and for which projects?

**Delivery** – after every predetermined time period a popup window will appear on your screen asking what you have done in the last time period. This guarantees the reports will contain only actually performed tasks, not what was planned, but never done. Unexpected phone calls, urgent meetings, competitors’ products are either unable to log or log incorrectly, are logged exactly as they must be. Just with one simple window and nothing more. As the software will learn from users, it will not only block users’ attempts to just say “case review”, „Client X“, but will help them to grasp the exact captions and record them accordingly (this was the biggest issue during the trial of alpha-version).

**Evidence** – successful trial of alpha-version by Advokaadibüroo Greinoman & Co and Digicomm. The idea of JustTime was developed independently by the founders and matches the outcome of the research by Prof. Dr. Kentaro Fujita of the Ohio State University.

**Advocates** – us.

**Expected outcome** – beta version or even MVP. It needs to be made for Windows PC and done from scratch rather than repairing the alpha-version.

**Legal Matters.** We are more than happy to regularly meet with the students (physically or remotely) and live-test the product. Our experience with alpha-product suggests meetings two to three times per week should be optimal. We require the full copyright in the software to be transferred to JustTime. If the software produced will be a MVP, we are pleased to offer 20% of the revenue for the first year and will be interested in further co-operation.

**Contact:**
Maksim Greinoman, maksim@greinoman.com
Mike Lozkin, lozkin@gmail.com